
11 Different Ways 
to Record 

Child Observations



Hi there, I'm Jodie!

I have worked in the early childhood and community services
profession for over 35 years so I know what it's like to be in the trenches
without the support , time and step by step guidance you need. As busy
(& underpaid!) educators we don't have time for difficult to understand
jargon or lengthy theoretical debates - you just want to meet
requirements while still having the time to do what you do best...
supporting and extending the unique learning journey of every child in
your care as they grow and discover in these very important early years.

And that is exactly why I like to do things a little bit differently to
support educators just like you - I don't believe that professional
development and the tools we use to do our jobs well need to be
complicated, out of our budget or judgmental. I believe every adult
learns differently and at a different pace and that's ok. There is nothing
wrong with going back to basics & embracing simple...so welcome to our
Empowered Ed Community... let's do this together!

I enjoy supporting early childhood
educators around the world through
my training sessions, blog posts, digital
resources and private educator
Member Hub to feel more confident 
in their role no matter their level of
experience or the area of early
learning they are currently working in!

A Little About Me

WELCOME TO 
YOUR EMPOWERED 

ED COMMUNITY!



Notes

Child Observation Methods (Quick)

No matter the style you
use, always include 
the following 
information if possible

Quick Tip

SHORT STICKY NOTE JOTTINGS
Quick & unobtrusive. Just add a few dot points then 
stick straight away into your daily diary or onto a form

PARENT COMMUNICATION METHODS
Our Day Forms, My Day Forms, parent communication 
booklets, photo collages, the information saved to 
a family’s folder in the cloud

DAILY & WEEKLY REFLECTIONS
Diary notes, reflections on the program, environment,
group dynamics, what worked or didn’t and why etc.

COMMUNICATION STATION
Incorporate information compiled from a dedicated
space and system for both educators and parents to
write notes about current interests and learning

DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLISTS

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

Used as a simple guide while always keeping top of
mind that all children develop differently and reach
milestones on their own timeline

Usually a short & simple story of the play & actions
you saw but written in the past tense. Can easily
combine with the sticky note jottings or reflections

Name and age of the child1.

If you tell a story make sure it is
adding to a child’s journey not just
stating the obvious.

Time of  observation2.
Setting of oservation3.

Date of observation4.

What child observation methods can educators use 
to record quick, brief observations?

CHILDREN’S WORK SAMPLES
Use mark-making, drawings, photos of projects –
group or individual, construction, crafts, photos of group
play/interactions with educators, messy play etc.

APPS & OTHER DIGITAL DEVICES
Recordings, audio, video, family 
communication apps etc.



Notes

Child Observation Methods (Comprehensive)

Quick TipPHOTO STORIES OF PLAY AND LEARNING
Compile photos of a child engaged in an 
activity or experience. Add a few lines to describe 
what you saw happening

RUNNING RECORDS
In this format, educators write in the present 
tense & include detailed information about the 
event as it unfolded.

LEARNING STORIES
Tend to be lengthy text descriptions accompanied by
photos to tell a story. Includes an educator’s input &
analysis on the learning that has taken place  in the
moment and what the child can do (not what they can’t).

Observations must be
meaningful, they must be
specific, and they must
support you to support the
child’s learning journey and their
steps forward.

What child observation methods can educators use to record 
more comprehensive or ongoing assessments? 



I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to support 
educators in the important work that they do! All downloads are Copyright
protected to TheEmpoweredEducator2019 Not to be distributed, 
transferred, or shared in any form.

Hi Empowered Ed!
 

Thanks for downloading this resource for educators. If you have any questions or
would like to request permission to share anything in this resource please email
support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

Please note the following information before using...

Personal Use Only
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

No Redistribution
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

Clipart/Images
All images used in this printable document are my owned by me with the
appropriate licences or I have gained permission to display (for non
commercial purposes only) by the original owner. All images in this
resource are therefore copyright protected to The Empowered Educator.
They cannot be reproduced or used
in whole or part, for any reason.

You May Not
Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You 
may not use my items for sale or profit, i.e. print them off, 
laminate them and sell them to others.

Enjoy your new resource!



You can now join other early childhood educators from

around the world in the online Empowered Ed Member

Hub! This resource not only helps you to connect, grow

and share ideas but also enables you to have 24 hour

access  to exclusive Empowered Ed training videos,

monthly program plans(done for you!), activity guides,

printables, Ebooks and the professional tips and

strategies  that you need to not only simplify and 

clarify but also to feel empowered, supported and

inspired to try new things - without the judgement,

without the jargon, without the overwhelm! 

 

Click the red button below to learn more and gain

immediate access to all resources!

NEED MORE HELP?

LET ME IN

Empowered Ed Resources
Thanks for downloading - got questions?

Contact : support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

https://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/member-hub-enrolment-open/
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